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DS-Transport construction Brno
Operates as a construction company

London, 24.08.2019, 09:46 Time

wopag - Transport construction Brno
The field of Transport Structures offers a wide range of services, professional approach and long-term experience. It deals with
construction and reconstruction services.
The founder of this company is Mr. Vlastimil Chladek, who was born in Letohrad in 1959. He graduated from the University of Civil
Engineering in Brno, he is the owner of this successful Brno construction company, passionate chess player and cyclist, bowling
player and writer. He is also co-author of the chess book Gens una sumus.

Company Dopravni stavby Brno, s.r.o. operates as a construction company, which is able to provide manufacturing and technical
activities in the field of construction, whose main activity is focused on the implementation of transport and engineering structures and
their reconstruction.
The main scope of activities of the company is in the field of roads and rail constructions. More detailed activity specifications can be
broken down as follows:
Railway buildings:
Road construction:
Construction and repair of bridges and concrete structures:

Infrastructure of Dopravní stavby Brno, s.r.o. consists of technical equipment and installations which do not directly affect the level of
production but which are closely related to it. It is the background of the company, which consists of an office building, dormitories,
storage areas on the street Trnkova and PodstrÃ¡nskÃ¡ and vehicle fleet. It is managed by the Center for Transport, Mechanization
and Asset Management according to internal principles on the use of company motor vehicles and mechanization.

Information about personnel:
Company Dopravní stavby Brno, s.r.o. employs permanent workers in professional blue-collar and technical professions. Among the
employees of the company are authorized engineers and technicians in the fields of transport construction, bridges and civil
engineering, water management structures, specializing in sanitary engineering.

Road construction:
Complete construction and repairs of regional, urban and municipal roads including earthworks, drainage, construction layers and
traffic signs
Roundabouts on roads of various classes
Construction of noise barriers
Construction of roads in the historic city center
Repair and reconstruction of squares and municipal public areas
Construction of sidewalks and parking lots with concrete or stone pavers or bituminous surfaces
Constructed paths in parks and gardens
Construction and repair of bridges and concrete structures:
Retaining and doorframe walls of reinforced concrete
Stacked gabions and dry stone walls
Installation and assembly of safety devices - crash barriers, railings
Remediation of concrete surfaces using remediation mortars
production and repairs of insulation against ground moisture
joints and re-profiling of bridge cornices, abutments and closing walls
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